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A guide to buying and
setting up a bird bath
Warm weather means
more opportunities to
spend time outdoors while
at home. Whether your
favorite form of outdoor
recreation includes sitting
on the patio reading or
digging in the garden,
there’s a good chance that
you will be sharing the
space with local wildlife.
Optimizing opportunities
to view and interact with
backyard wildlife can make
the great outdoors even
more enjoyable.
The Cornell Lab of
Ornithology indicates
that there are around
2,059 bird species on
the continent of North
America. Red-winged
blackbirds, yellow-rumped
warblers, American robins,
and chipping sparrows
are among the most
commonly seen birds in
North America.
Making a backyard hospitable to birds can increase
the chances for sightings
and hearing their sweet
songs. Installing a bird bath
can be a step in the right
direction.
Bird baths can make
yards more attractive
to birds. Birds require
a supply of fresh, clean
water for drinking and
bathing. By setting up a
bath, homeowners can
attract not only seedloving birds, but those
that don’t eat seeds and
wouldn’t normally congregate around feeders,
indicates All About Birds.
Experts surmise that birds
may bathe to maintain
their feathers.
Not all bird baths are
constructed the in the
same fashion. Many bird
baths sold in stores are
better suited for decoration
than for serving as functional baths. There are four
general types of bird bath:
standing pedestal, hanging

bath, deck-mounted, and
ground-level. In general,
the lower a bird bath is
to the ground, the more
likely birds are to use
it. Most natural sources
of water birds use are
on or near the ground.
Therefore, ground-level
bird baths may be the best
investments.
It is important to keep the
water in a bird bath shallow
(around two inches of water
or less). This enables birds
to splash around safely and
wade in.
Birds do not want to
slide around, so a material
that is coated and slippery,
like glazed ceramic or glass,
may not be too popular.
Rough stone or a bird bath
modified with pea gravel or
rocks can give birds steady
footing.

Place the bird bath in the
shade if possible to ensure
the water is cool and fresh.
Locate it by a tree so the
birds can hop up to a branch
and preen afterwards. All
About Birds also says that
a bird bath is more attractive if it has a dripping or
moving water feature, as
this is often irresistible to
birds.
Another way to ensure
the bath will be used is to
keep it clean and maintained. Change the water
every day or two. Rinse
off the bath to remove
droppings, bugs and other
debris.
Once birds learn there
is a comfortable bath
nearby, they may be more
apt to visit a yard and may
even become frequent
guests.

When should you start
thinking about retiring?
Many people plan to
retire by a certain age, but
few may actually still be
working at their targeted
retirement age. In the
United States, the age at
which working Americans
expect to retire has risen
to 66. But a Gallup poll
showed that most don’t
stay on the job that long,
instead retiring when
they’re about 60 or 61.
In addition, according to
a 2018 Employee Benefit
Research Institute survey,
48 percent of workers
wanted to retire after age
65, but only 19 percent
of retirees stayed on the
job that long. The reasons
vary, but one positive
outcome is having enough
money to live comfortably during retirement.
Still, early retirement
largely involves unexpected scenarios. Th ese

may include poor health,
having to care for an aging
parent, downsizing, new
skills required for the
job, or other work-related
reasons.

The outlook for nurses is very strong

Many people consider
the right job one that
provides both a sense of
fulfillment and the opportunity to achieve financial
security and stability as
one’s career advances. Given
that criteria, the field of
nursing should make for an
attractive career path.
The outlook for registered nurses, often referred
to as “RNs,” is very strong.
In its recent “Occupational
Outlook Handbook,” the
Bureau of Labor Statistics,
a division of the U.S.
Department of Labor, issued
a highly favorable employment outlook for registered
nurses. Estimating the
projected percent change
in employment between
2018 and 2028, the BLS
estimated that employment of registered nurses is
expected to grow 12 percent
during that 10-year period.
That’s more than double the
average growth estimate for
all occupations.
The outlook is equally
strong in Canada.
According to the Canadian
Occupation Projections
System, which is provided
by Employment and Social
Development Canada, new
job openings for registered nurses and registered psychiatric nurses are
expected to total 157,100
between 2017 and 2026.
The ESDC anticipates a
nursing shortage during
that same period, estimating
that only 143,900 new job
seekers will be available to
fill those positions. But that
gap between job openings
and qualified candidates
means that nurses should
not experience much difficulty in regard to finding
work.
While the outlook in
terms of availability of
work is strong for current
nurses and those who aspire
to one day follow this
career path, that outlook
should not alone compel
people to pursue a career
in nursing. Few fields
can be as demanding as

and holidays. That requires
considerable sacrifice on
the part of nurses, and
those aspiring to enter
this line of work should
consider if they’re willing
to make those sacrifices
before enrolling in a nursing
program.
Estimates suggest the
employment outlook for
qualified nurses will be
very strong over the next
several years, which should
compel more and more
talented people to pursue
this fulfilling career path.
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nursing, which means not
everyone is necessarily
cut out to be a nurse. The
demands are perhaps best
exemplified by examining
the hours registered nurses
may expect to work, especially at the beginning of
their careers when they
have no seniority. The
BLS notes that hospitals
and nursing care facilities
require round-the-clock
employees every day of the
year. That means nurses
can expect to work long
hours on nights, weekends
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